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I wish to provide this further information to clarify some aspects of yesterday’s 
hearing. I trust that this can be accommodated within the Commissions protocols. 
 
I read Judge COWDROY’s ruling in Manildra Flour Mills FCA 1010.  I formed the 
opinion that the law does not exist as a separate arbitrary system. Good practice of 
law is almost indistinguishable from the simple application of logic.  Everything 
enshrined in law has a sound basis for being there. I can only apply analysis and 
logic and trust that in doing so I should not be far from the practices of the law. 
 
On the issue of does Clause 32.14 contain ambiguity; those first eight words have no 
clear meaning in plain English in the context in which they are used. We must resort 
to the meaning that has been assigned to those words by the legal profession as 
stated in the Fairwork Ombudsman’s document K600586. Whilst typically ambiguity 
comes from the written word as in any other cases, if the meaning is not clear in 
plain English, then we must refer to the interpretation assigned in law. Does it really 
matter if the ambiguity comes from the written word or the assigned meaning of 
those words? 
 
I was an internal auditor doing management audits for a Board Audit Sub-Committee 
for some years. In that role we reviewed management’s practices such as 
committing company funds and there was a clear understanding that an auditor had 
no place second guessing why management made a certain decision. Our 
responsibility was to report on whether appropriate practices where used to support 
the decision made by management. I apply that same understanding to the Logan 
appeal decision. 
 
I accept that the judicial system has a hierarchy of authority to make decisions and it 
is inappropriate for a lower court to put forward a view that is not consistent with a 
ruling of higher courts. I do not believe that the same hierarchy of authority is 
necessary to identify a procedural matter.  
 
When the standing by practice was first regulated in 1937 in The Consolidated Metal 
Trades Award17 in 1937 contained the following clause 11(d):  
 
“An employee occasionally required to hold himself in readiness to work after 
ordinary hours shall until released be paid standing by time at ordinary rates from the 
time from which he is so to hold himself in readiness. BUT ANY CUSTOM NOW 
PREVAILING under which an employee is required regularly to hold himself in 
readiness for a call back SHALL CONTINUE.” 
 
From the above, in 1937, any enterprise starting a new practice of engaging 
employees on standby were required to pay the hourly rate indicated in the standing 



by clause above. Therefore, no enterprise starting up a standing by practice after this 
became regulated could be exempt under this clause. 
 
The vulnerability in the Logan appeal decision is that, despite the fact that potentially 
no company starting a new standby practice AFTER regulation of standing by in 
1937 could meet the criteria to be exempt; the Full Bench chose not to exclude the 
possibility that the custom they relied upon was a long standing breach of the award. 

Indeed, in the Logan Appeal Decision, the Full Bench specifically rejected the 
submission that a “custom” must have existed “from time immemorial, or at least 
from a date before the insertion of the clause in the Award”.  

It is my opinion that the decision made by the Full Bench may or may not be valid, 
but by failing to examine and confirm the legitimacy of Otis’s standing by practice, 
the evaluation process is flawed and the decision is based on speculation rather than 
evidence that Otis’s standing by practice was lawful. Whilst I am not in a position to 
second guess the decision, I can identify a deficiency in the process that lead to that 
decision. 
 
The reality is today, that even with an interpretation of the exception that is based on 
the Logan appeal decision, NO enterprise starting a new practice of engaging people 
on standby can meet the criteria established in the Logan appeal decision of having 
a standing by practice that is a routine and regular practice on that first instant of 
engaging someone on standby. It is however universally accepted that all 
enterprises are free to apply the exemption. 
 
The challenge with this application to amend Clause 32.14 is not that I am identifying 
problems; the problem is that there is considerable resistance to change because 
these issues have a long history and the community has become accustomed to 
these practices and it will cause considerable upheaval to change. 
 
I put forward the view that these extreme standby work practices are out dated and 
inconsistent with recommended fatigue management practices, but these practices 
exist only because the currently accepted interpretation makes them the cheapest 
way to provide an on call coverage.  
 
People can still expect to have their electricity restored in the middle of the night if on 
call in the current form became a thing of the past. It just means a more expensive 
practice would be found to cover the need. 
 
We do not need to continue to expose people that have already worked a full 
dayshift to a fatigue related error or injury when called out at night, just because we 
choose to look the other way so the community can enjoy a benefit. 
 
An afternoon shift could be another way of providing such coverage and all within a 
normally rostered shift. 
 
Surely no one believes, “having someone work a full dayshift from 07:30am to 
4:00pm in physically demanding work, go home enjoy diner and relax, go to bed at 



11:00 pm  only to be called back to work at midnight to drive to a customer’s location 
to start work again” is an acceptable practice that we should be fighting to preserve? 
 
There seems to be a reluctance of all opposed to my give credence to my claim as 
this Clause has been subject to significant judicial review and no issues have 
previously been identified, but if you follow the logic and supporting evidence 
identified in the 29 questions asked in my last correspondence dated 21/9/20, I 
believe that it is hard to reach any other conclusion than what I have. That 
conclusion is based on logic and facts and not just what I think the award should say. 
 
The transport industry overcame the reforms in long distance transport. When will 
reform of these extreme standby work practices come if not now and who will take 
the initiative to bring about that reform if not the Commission?  
 
 
Sincerely 
 
 
Garry Whackett 


